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Abstract
In these days the Internet has became popular and applied in 
various fields which gives important in security issues and caught 
the people’s attention a lot. However, the hackers hide their own 
IP address by pretending to be original and launch attack. Due to 
this reason, researchers are concentrating on the schemes to trace 
the source of these attacks. his paper,  propose s a new hybrid IP 
trace back system with efficient packet logging  to have a fixed 
storage requirement for each router without refreshing the logged 
tracking information and to reconstruct the attack path. It used 
16bit marking field which avoids packet fragmentation problem. 
We simulate and analyze our scheme by many experiment and 
compare the result with many existing scheme developed by 
many researchers in different aspects like storage requirement 
and accuracy.
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I. Introduction 
The fast growth of the Internet in various applications and due 
to the decreasing cost of Internet access the impact of attacks 
becomes more significant. To disturb the service of a server, the 
attackers may launch a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack 
which is based on the number of packets and it can be into flooding-
based attacks and software exploit attacks [1]. 
The source IP address in a packet can be spoofed when an attacker 
wants to hide himself from tracing. Therefore, IP spoofing makes 
hosts hard to defend against a DDoS attack. For these reasons, 
developing a mechanism to locate the real source of impersonation 
attacks has become an important issue nowadays.
For tracing the real source of flooding-based attack packets, we 
propose a traceback scheme that marks routers’ interface numbers 
and integrates packet logging with a hash table (RIHT) to deal with 
these logging and marking issues in IP traceback. Packet marking 
can be put into two categories, deterministic packet marking 
(DPM) and probabilistic packet marking (PPM). Belenky and 
Ansari [3], [4] p ropose DPM traceback schemes to mark a border 
routers’ IP address on the passing packets. However, IP header’s 
identification field is not enough to store the full IP address. For 
this reason, the border router divides its IP into several segments 
and computes the digest of its IP. Then it randomly chooses a 
segment and the digest to mark on its passing packets.When the 
destination host receives enough packets, it can use the digest 
to assemble the different segments. On the other hand, Savage 
et al. [8] propose a PPM scheme with edge sampling which is 
called FMS. Song and Perrig [6] propose the AMS scheme. Yaar 
et al. [2] propose the FIT scheme. Al-Duwari and Govindarasu 
[1] propose the probabilistic pipelined packet marking (PPPM) 
scheme. Gong and Sarac [7,9] propose a practical packet marking 
scheme. These probability-based schemes require routers to mark 
partial path information on the packets which pass through them 
with a probability. That is to say, if a victim collects enough marked 
packets, it can reconstruct the full attack path. Since flooding-
based traceback schemes need to collect a large amount of attack 
packets to find the origin of attacks, these schemes are not suitable 
for tracing the origins of software exploit attacks.

This paper proposes a traceback scheme that marks routers’ 
interface numbers and integrates packet logging with a hash 
table (RIHT) to deal with these logging and marking issues in 
IP traceback. 
• Problem overview and formulation

II. Existing System
In the existing system, adversaries often hide themselves by 
spoofing their own IP addresses and then launch attacks. There is a 
lot of traceback schemes to trace the source of these attacks. Some 
use only one packet in their packet logging schemes to achieve 
IP tracking. Others combine packet marking with packet logging 
and therefore create hybrid IP traceback schemes demanding less 
storage but requiring a longer search.

III. Proposed System
In the proposed system, we provide a new hybrid IP traceback 
scheme with efficient packet logging aiming to have a fixed storage 
requirement for each router (under 320 KB, according to CAIDA’s 
skitter data set) in packet logging without the need to refresh the 
logged tracking information and to achieve zero false positive and 
false negative rates in attack-path reconstruction.

Modules
The entire work of this paper is divided into five different modules. 
They are:

Network topology Construction1. 
Path Selection2. 
Packet Sending3. 
Packet Marking and Logging4. 
Path Reconstruction5. 

Module Description

1. Network topology Construction
A Network Topology may consist of the no.of routers that are 
connected with local area networks. Thus, a router can either 
receive data from the nearer router or from the local area network. 
A border router receives packets from its local network. A core 
router receives packets from other routers. The no. of routers 
connected to a single router is called as the degree of a router. This 
is calculated and stored in a table. The Upstream interfaces of each 
router also have to be found and stored in the interface table.

2. Path Selection
The path is said to be the way in which the selected packet or file 
has to be sent from the source to the destination. The Upstream 
interfaces of each router have to be found and it is stored in the 
interface table. With the help of that interface table, the desired path 
between the selected source and destination can be defined. 

3. Packet Sending
One of the Packet or file is to be selected for the transformation 
process. The packet is sent along the defined path from the source 
LAN  to destination LAN. The destination LAN receives the 
packet and checks whether that it has been sent along the defined 
path or not. 
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4. Packet Marking and Logging
Packet Marking is the phase, where the efficient Packet Marking 
algorithm is applied at each router along the defined path. It 
calculates the Pmark value and stores in the hash table. If the 
Pmark is not overflow than the capacity of the router, then it is 
sent to the next router. Otherwise it refers the hash table and again 
applies the algorithm. 

5. Path Reconstruction
Once the Packet has reached the destination after applying the 
Algorithm, there it checks whether it has sent from the correct 
upstream interfaces. If any of the attack is found, it request for 
the Path Reconstruction. Path Reconstruction is the Process of 
finding the new path for the same source and the destination in 
which no attack can be made.

(i). Marking and Logging Scheme
When a border router receives a packet from its local network, 
it sets the packet’s marking field as zero and forwards the packet 
to the next core router. As shown in Fig. 1, when a core router 
receives a packet, it computes .If is not overflow, the core router 
overwrites with and forwards the packet to next core router. If is 
overflow, the core router must and . That is, it needs to compute 
first and uses a quadratic probing algorithm to search and in .If 
and are not found there, the core router inserts them as a pair into 
the table. Then, it gets their index in the table and computes. Last, 
it overwrites with and forwards the packet to the next router.

(ii). Path Reconstruction
When a victim is under attack, it sends to the upstream router a 
reconstruction request, which includes the attack packet’s marking 
field, termed here. When a router receives a reconstruction request, 
it tries to find the attack packet’s upstream router. 

Fig. 2, explains the process of computing the optimal path to find 
the router. The requested router computes, so that we can decide 
whether the requested router is the source router or not. If index 
is not zero, meaning this requested router has logged this packet, 
the router then uses index to access and finds and .Next, we use 
to replace the request’s and then send the request to the upstream 
router. However, if index is zero, this requested router is the source 
router, and the path reconstruction is done.

IV. Result and Discussion
This section analyzes the storage requirement, precision, and 
performance of RIHT. We find the Huffman codes’ logging scheme 
is quite similar to that in MRT and MORE, but the Huffman 
codes’ marking performance is limited [15]. For this reason, we 
only compare our proposed scheme with MRT and MORE. In the 
following simulations, the environment consists of a PC with Inte 
lP 49303 GHz, 2GRAM and Free BSD6.2.

A. Computation Analysis
In the following, we compare the computing time of log-ging and 
path reconstruction in RIHT with that in MRT and MORE. Since 
RIHT uses a hash table to log, we inevitably have to face a hash 
table’s collision problem. In RIHT, the open addressing[13] method 
is used to solve this problem. In the open addressing method, when 
a new entry has to be inserted, the slots are examined, starting with 
the hashed-to slot and proceeding in some probe sequence, until an 
unoccupied slot is found. When sear ching for an entry, the slots 
are scanned in the same sequence, until either the target record 
is found or anunused slot is found. Furthermore, to minimize 
the impact of the collision problem on our scheme, we adopt the 
quadraticprobing [13] as the probe sequence because it requires 
only light computation and is proved effective when we try to avoid 
clustering problem. When we deal with a collision problem, we 
have to take into consideration a hash table’s load factor, Which 
directly affects the number of collisions.
However, the calculation results of collision times may vary because 
we have two situations, successful search and unsuccessful search 
[13], when logging. We explain the two situations and their relations 
with collision times as follows. Unsuccessful search means that 
an entry has not been logged in a hash table and therefore is to 
be inserted into an empty slot. The expected numbers of probes 
in the two situations are illustratedin Fig. 8. We can see that if the 
load factor is a most 0.5, the expected numbers of probes in the 
two situation sa re both at most 2 and thus the performance is very 
good. Accordingly, we would allocate enough storage space for the 
hash table of each router in RIHT so that the load factor of each 
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hash table is at most 0.5. The size of a hash table is discussed in 
Section IV-B. Therefore, in the following discussion, we assume 
that the load factor of each hash table is at most 0.5.

B. Storage Requirement
Our scheme maintains a hash table and an interface table on a 
router, while MRT and MORE maintain log tables and an interface 
table on a router. Since testorage requirement of an interface table 
is negligible, we leave it out of our storage requirement analysis. 
In RIHT, the size of a hash table decides how many paths can 
be logged on a router. For two arbitrary packets in RIHT, they 
take the same path to a router if and only if they have the same 
marking filed on the router. Thus, our scheme regards the marking 
field of a packet as one path to a router. For discussion, we say 
that a path to a router needs to be logged on if the marking field 
of every packet taking this path needs to be logged on. A hash 
table’s load factor, where is the number of logged paths in a hash 
table. As the analysis in Section IV-A suggests, we should keep 
the load factor below 0.5.
Therefore, if the number of paths which need to be logged on a 
router , then the size of the hash table on the router should be set 
as Furthermore, every entry in a hash table includes one 32-bitfield 
and one 8-bit field; hence each entry uses 40 bits. Thus, we have 
the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Let be the number of paths needing to be logged on 
a router in RIHT. Then, the required size of the hash table on is 
at most and the storage requirement for is at most bits.
On the other hand, one entry in the log table of MRT con-ains a 
32-bit digest and a 32-bit marking field. In MORE, one entry in a 
log table contains a 32-bit digest and a 16-bit markingfield. Thus, 
the storage requirements for routers of MRT andMORE arebits 
and bits, respectively, where is the number of the logged packets 
on the router. In the same route, packets are logged on the same 
routers. Hence, if there is a flooding-based attack, then their log 
tables will grow hugely in a short time. However, in our scheme, 
the size of a hash table is fixed, which secures our scheme against 
flooding-based attacks.
To know the required size of the hash table on a router in the 
Internet, we have a simulation as follows. To simulate the Internet 
topology, we use the skitter project topology distributed by CAIDA 
[7] as our sample data set of the Internet. The dataset consists of 
paths to a specific host of the topology. We analyze CAIDA’s 
skitter data and find that it keeps 197 003 complete paths in total 
to the host, and its average hop count of paths is 15.46. Its average 
upstream degree is 3.89 and more than 99.99% routers’ degrees 
are fewer than 256. Fig. 13 illustrates the distribution of path 
length. We implement RIHT on CAIDA’s topology data. The result 
shows we need to 159 641 paths, and the top three of the mostly 
logged routers 23 462, 22 149, and 13 381 paths, respectively. 
Hence, by Theorem 1, it is enough to set the size of each hash 
table as 2. In fact, if each router is able to set its hash table size 
as is required to itself, the storage requirement of RIHT can be 
substantially reduced

A. Packet Identity
In the same route, every packet’s marking field is the sameon an 
arbitrary router. Hence, a packet’s marking field is often seen as a 
packet identify [23] and used to help us identify an attack packet’s 
source and then filter malicious packets. But in the MRT and 
MORE schemes, we are unable to identify a packet’s source from 
its marking field in the following situation. Fig. 2, for example, 
illustrates those packets, which are logged on the same router, say 

in this case, come from different sources, and turn out to carry the 
same values in their marking fields when the  are heading to the 
victim. For this reason, the victim as well as and are confused and 
unable to identify thepackets’ source simply from the comparison 
of marking fields. However, in our scheme, the marking fields of 
packets are identical to each other on a router if and only if they 
travel on the same route to the router. Therefore, when filtering 
malicious packets, our scheme’s marking field can act as a packet 
identity and avoid certain confusion.

V. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new hybrid IP trace back scheme 
(RIHT) for efficient packet logging aiming to have a fixed storage 
requirement (under 320 K bytes, according to the CAIDA’s skitter 
data set) in packet logging without the need to refresh the logged 
tracking information. Also, the proposed Scheme has zero false 
positive and false negative rates in an attack-path reconstruction. 
Apart from these properties, our scheme can also deploy a marking 
field as a packet identity to filter malicious traffic and secure 
against DoS/DDoS attacks. Consequently, with high accuracy, a 
low storage requirement, and fast computation, RIHT can serve 
as an efficient and secure scheme for hybrid IP trace back.

VI. Future Work
Future research on new version of RIHT with improving 
performance on storage requirement and computation
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